The Center for Cognitive and Brain Sciences is excited to announce the 10th Humanities and Cognitive Sciences High School Summer Institute!

This week-long day camp provides an exciting and unique critical thinking environment for a diverse group of students. At HumCog, high school students are presented the opportunity to explore fascinating concepts which unite the humanities and cognitive sciences.

At HumCog, you will,
» Develop interests in neuroscience, cognitive science & basic research.
» Attend lectures from renowned researchers and industry leaders.
» Engage in hands-on activities in scientific labs and humanities workshops.
» Acquire knowledge of how our thoughts and emotions work in everyday activities.
» Learn how issues in the cognitive sciences and humanities relate to society today.
» Engage with current graduate students, undergraduate students & faculty.
» Explore the Ohio State campus.

Apply Today! cog.osu.edu/programs/humcog